
COSMIC DISTANCE SCALECOSMIC DISTANCE SCALE

How We Know the Distances to How We Know the Distances to 

Stars, Clusters, and GalaxiesStars, Clusters, and Galaxies



Distance Determination ToolsDistance Determination Tools

�� Parallax Parallax –– actual distance measureactual distance measure

�� Moving Cluster ParallaxMoving Cluster Parallax

�� Standard CandlesStandard Candles

–– Cepheid variablesCepheid variables

–– Type 1a SupernovaeType 1a Supernovae

�� Other MethodsOther Methods



Distance LadderDistance Ladder

ParallaxParallax



Distance LadderDistance Ladder

�� There are several very important There are several very important ““rungsrungs”” in in 

the distance ladder, where overlapping the distance ladder, where overlapping 

techniques are testedtechniques are tested
–– The Hyades cluster in our galaxyThe Hyades cluster in our galaxy

–– The The MagellanicMagellanic clouds (dwarf companion galaxies to clouds (dwarf companion galaxies to 

ours)ours)

–– The Local Group (Andromeda M31 and Pinwheel M33)The Local Group (Andromeda M31 and Pinwheel M33)

–– The Virgo ClusterThe Virgo Cluster

–– The Coma ClusterThe Coma Cluster



ParallaxParallax

Ground observation accuracy ± .025” (40 parsecs)
Space observation (Hipparcos) accuracy ± .0025” (400 parsecs)



Moving Cluster ParallaxMoving Cluster Parallax

�� The total space velocity of a star, V, can be broken into the raThe total space velocity of a star, V, can be broken into the radial velocity (dial velocity (vvrr) ) 

and the tangential velocity (and the tangential velocity (vvtt))

�� The radial velocity we get via its Doppler shift (spectroscopic The radial velocity we get via its Doppler shift (spectroscopic observation)observation)

�� To get the tangential velocity we need its proper motion (To get the tangential velocity we need its proper motion (µµ)) and distance (d):and distance (d):

�� Hence if we know radial velocity and tangential velocity, we caHence if we know radial velocity and tangential velocity, we can calculate the n calculate the 

distancedistance



Moving Cluster ParallaxMoving Cluster Parallax

�� Think of a cluster of stars moving through space. Their proper mThink of a cluster of stars moving through space. Their proper motion otion 

will appear to converge towards a certain point in space called will appear to converge towards a certain point in space called the the 

convergent point convergent point 



Moving Cluster ParallaxMoving Cluster Parallax

�� So if we measure the proper motion, radial velocity, and convergSo if we measure the proper motion, radial velocity, and convergent ent 

point angular distance, we get the parallax point angular distance, we get the parallax –– that is  the distance that is  the distance ---- to to 

the cluster. the cluster. 

�� Parallax = proper motion / radial velocity x tangent (angle to Parallax = proper motion / radial velocity x tangent (angle to 

convergent point):           convergent point):           ππ = = µµ/(/(vvrr tan tan θθ))

Example: Hyades Cluster

Mean proper motion 

0.12 “/year

Mean radial velocity 

40 km/sec

Main core of cluster 
33o from convergent point

Distance 50 parsec



Standard CandlesStandard Candles

�� Assume some type of star or other celestial object Assume some type of star or other celestial object 

is of known brightnessis of known brightness

�� Measure the apparent brightness, and calculate Measure the apparent brightness, and calculate 

the distance based on the the distance based on the ””knownknown”” brightnessbrightness

�� There are two problemsThere are two problems

–– Finding a reliable set of knownFinding a reliable set of known--brightness objectsbrightness objects

–– Determining the interstellar absorption in the measure of Determining the interstellar absorption in the measure of 

apparent brightnessapparent brightness



Cepheid VariablesCepheid Variables

�� Cepheid variables are pulsating stars, named for Cepheid variables are pulsating stars, named for 
the prototype Delta the prototype Delta CepheiCephei

�� CepheidsCepheids were determined to have a periodwere determined to have a period--
luminosity relationshipluminosity relationship

�� Hence it was presumed if you measured the Hence it was presumed if you measured the 
period of pulsation, you could determine the period of pulsation, you could determine the 
absolute magnitude, and thus calculate the absolute magnitude, and thus calculate the 
distancedistance

�� CepheidsCepheids are a critical tool in the distance ladderare a critical tool in the distance ladder

�� CepheidsCepheids were the initial clue that spiral nebulae were the initial clue that spiral nebulae 
were, in fact, distant galaxieswere, in fact, distant galaxies



Cepheid VariablesCepheid Variables

�� Delta Delta CepheiCephei



Cepheid VariablesCepheid Variables

�� The Cepheid periodThe Cepheid period--luminosity (PL) luminosity (PL) 
relationship was first determined in 1912 from relationship was first determined in 1912 from 
measurements in the measurements in the MagellanicMagellanic cloudsclouds

�� Over time, however, it became obvious that the Over time, however, it became obvious that the 
PL relationship was not so simplePL relationship was not so simple

�� It was discovered there were more than one It was discovered there were more than one 
type of type of ““CepheidCepheid””::
–– Classical Classical CepheidsCepheids –– recently evolved starsrecently evolved stars

–– W W VirginisVirginis Variables Variables –– old metalold metal--poor poor CepheidsCepheids

–– RR RR LyraeLyrae Variables Variables –– fainter old metalfainter old metal--poor starspoor stars



Cepheid VariablesCepheid Variables

�� PeriodPeriod--Luminosity RelationshipsLuminosity Relationships



Cepheid VariablesCepheid Variables

�� The nearest Cepheid, Polaris, is not The nearest Cepheid, Polaris, is not 
““normalnormal”” (how many others are also not (how many others are also not 
normal?)normal?)

�� The nearest The nearest ““normalnormal”” Cepheid, Delta Cepheid, Delta CepheiCephei
is 250 parsec away, beyond the range of is 250 parsec away, beyond the range of 
accurate direct parallax measure (until accurate direct parallax measure (until 
HipparcosHipparcos))

�� Accurate Cepheid distance determination Accurate Cepheid distance determination 
remains elusiveremains elusive



Cepheid VariablesCepheid Variables

�� Initial distance determination made byInitial distance determination made by

–– AssumingAssuming CepheidsCepheids moving randomly through moving randomly through 

space (with respect to Sun)space (with respect to Sun)

–– Thus the Thus the vvtt is the same as the is the same as the vvrr (which can be (which can be 

measured)measured)

–– If we know If we know vvtt, then from the proper motion we , then from the proper motion we 

can calculate the distancecan calculate the distance



Cepheid VariablesCepheid Variables

�� One method of Cepheid distance One method of Cepheid distance 

measurement is the measurement is the BaadeBaade--WesselinkWesselink

method: combinesmethod: combines

–– Radial velocity measures of pulsation (as star Radial velocity measures of pulsation (as star 

surface moves toward and away from us)surface moves toward and away from us)

–– Color (hence temperature) at different phasesColor (hence temperature) at different phases

–– Measure of change in diameter Measure of change in diameter 

�� By modeling via above parametersBy modeling via above parameters

�� By direct VLBI measures of diameterBy direct VLBI measures of diameter



Standard CandlesStandard Candles

�� The brightness of The brightness of CepheidsCepheids limits their limits their 

usefulness for distance determination to usefulness for distance determination to 

about 10 about 10 MpcMpc

�� The next important standard candle is the The next important standard candle is the 

Type 1a supernovaType 1a supernova

–– 13 magnitudes brighter than a Cepheid13 magnitudes brighter than a Cepheid

–– Much more rare than the occurrence of Much more rare than the occurrence of 

CepheidsCepheids



Type 1a SupernovaeType 1a Supernovae

�� The catastrophic explosion of a white dwarf, The catastrophic explosion of a white dwarf, 

in a binary star system, where the in a binary star system, where the 

companion giant star is been raining matter companion giant star is been raining matter 

down on the white dwarfdown on the white dwarf



Type 1a SupernovaeType 1a Supernovae

�� Professor Professor ChandasekharChandasekhar determined determined 

theoretically that the upper limit of a  white theoretically that the upper limit of a  white 

dwarf mass is 1.4 solar masses.  dwarf mass is 1.4 solar masses.  

�� Thus when the matter rained down pushes Thus when the matter rained down pushes 

the star past 1.4 solar masses, it creates a the star past 1.4 solar masses, it creates a 

type 1a supernova.type 1a supernova.



Type 1a SupernovaeType 1a Supernovae

�� Type 1a supernovae can be identified by the Type 1a supernovae can be identified by the 

nature of their spectrumnature of their spectrum

�� The evidence is that all type 1a supernovae The evidence is that all type 1a supernovae 

reach the same absolute magnitude of  reach the same absolute magnitude of  --1919

�� Thus the distance measurement range is Thus the distance measurement range is 

extended to about 5000 extended to about 5000 MpcMpc



Type 1a SupernovaeType 1a Supernovae

�� Recently a Recently a ““Type 1aType 1a”” supernova was found supernova was found 

to contain 2.5 solar masses, the result of to contain 2.5 solar masses, the result of 

two merging white dwarfs.  It was much two merging white dwarfs.  It was much 

brighter than a normal Type 1a.brighter than a normal Type 1a.

�� Thus our presumption of the Type 1a Thus our presumption of the Type 1a 

supernova as a standard candle is supernova as a standard candle is 

questionable.questionable.



Distance Determination ToolsDistance Determination Tools
Other MethodsOther Methods

�� Within our galaxyWithin our galaxy

–– Secular parallaxSecular parallax

–– Statistical parallaxStatistical parallax

–– Main sequence curve fittingMain sequence curve fitting

–– Expansion parallaxExpansion parallax

–– Spectroscopic visual or eclipsing binariesSpectroscopic visual or eclipsing binaries

–– Spectroscopic parallaxSpectroscopic parallax

–– RR RR LyraeLyrae starsstars



Secular and Statistical ParallaxSecular and Statistical Parallax

�� Secular ParallaxSecular Parallax

–– Uses the fact that the sun is moving through Uses the fact that the sun is moving through 

space at 20 km/sec, providing an extended space at 20 km/sec, providing an extended 

baseline for parallax of groups of starsbaseline for parallax of groups of stars

�� Statistical ParallaxStatistical Parallax

–– Uses the scatter in radial velocities to determine Uses the scatter in radial velocities to determine 

the scatter in proper motions for a group of stars the scatter in proper motions for a group of stars 

assumed to have zero net motionassumed to have zero net motion



Main Sequence Curve FittingMain Sequence Curve Fitting

�� If one plots stars on a graph of absolute brightness versus tempIf one plots stars on a graph of absolute brightness versus temperature erature 

(color), most stars fall on the (color), most stars fall on the ““main sequencemain sequence”” of the HR (of the HR (HerzsprungHerzsprung--

Russell) diagram.Russell) diagram.

�� Thus color gives absolute magnitude and yields distanceThus color gives absolute magnitude and yields distance



Expansion parallaxExpansion parallax



Using Spectroscopic DataUsing Spectroscopic Data

�� Spectroscopic observations of visual Spectroscopic observations of visual 
binariesbinaries
–– The true size of the orbit and the angular size of the orbit givThe true size of the orbit and the angular size of the orbit give us e us 

the distancethe distance

�� Spectroscopic observations of eclipsing Spectroscopic observations of eclipsing 
binariesbinaries
–– The surface brightness and size of the stars can be determined, The surface brightness and size of the stars can be determined, 

and the distance calculatedand the distance calculated

�� Spectroscopic observations of single starsSpectroscopic observations of single stars
–– The estimates of temperature and luminosity class allow estimateThe estimates of temperature and luminosity class allow estimate of of 

distance (related to use of HR diagram)distance (related to use of HR diagram)



RR RR LyraeLyrae StarsStars

�� RR RR LyraeLyrae stars obey a periodstars obey a period--luminosity lawluminosity law

�� Since these stars are fainter than Since these stars are fainter than CepheidsCepheids, , 

their use is limited to our galaxytheir use is limited to our galaxy

�� Important role in determining distances to Important role in determining distances to 

globular clustersglobular clusters



Distance Determination ToolsDistance Determination Tools
Other MethodsOther Methods

�� Beyond our galaxyBeyond our galaxy
–– TullyTully--Fisher relationshipFisher relationship

�� The rotational velocity of a spiral galaxy is The rotational velocity of a spiral galaxy is 
proportional to its mass, and hence its luminosityproportional to its mass, and hence its luminosity

–– FaberFaber--Jackson relationshipJackson relationship

�� For an elliptical galaxy, the velocity dispersion is For an elliptical galaxy, the velocity dispersion is 
proportional to its mass, and hence its luminosityproportional to its mass, and hence its luminosity

–– Globular Cluster Luminosity FunctionGlobular Cluster Luminosity Function

�� Using globular clusters as Using globular clusters as ““standard candlesstandard candles””

–– Hubble LawHubble Law

�� Doppler red shift due to expansion of the UniverseDoppler red shift due to expansion of the Universe



Distance Determination ToolsDistance Determination Tools
Other MethodsOther Methods

�� These methods are complicated by two These methods are complicated by two 

issuesissues

–– The possible impact of dark matter on these The possible impact of dark matter on these 

massmass--luminosity relationships (TF and FJ)luminosity relationships (TF and FJ)

–– Calibration of these methods depends on the Calibration of these methods depends on the 

use of Type 1a supernovae as standard candlesuse of Type 1a supernovae as standard candles



SummarySummary

�� The cosmic distance scale is a ladder, built The cosmic distance scale is a ladder, built 

up one rung at a timeup one rung at a time

�� The only The only ““truetrue”” distance measurement is distance measurement is 

parallax (at best, good to a few hundred parallax (at best, good to a few hundred 

parsecs)parsecs)

�� All the rest of the rungs depend upon All the rest of the rungs depend upon 

statistical methods or statistical methods or ““standard candlesstandard candles””

�� Standard candles are problematicStandard candles are problematic


